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METAT CUTTING

HACKSAWS

¡I

4" (100mml TYPE'E.8.'
6" (t50mml TYPE'E.U.'

II -
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STANDARD EOUIPMENT

includes

with

electrical

OPTIONAL EOUIPMENT

o

inch¡des

-

suds pump for coolant, tank and fittings,
roller bar support, isolator, H.S.S. blades in
boxes of 10.

adjustable vice, stop bar rod, guards, vee
belts, H.S.S. saw blade, installation and

instruction manual and

F
F

equipment as detailed below.
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SPECIFICAT¡ON

TYPE'E.8.'

TYPE'E.U.'

CUTTING CAPACITY AT RIGHT ANGLES (ROUND)

4" (100mm) DlA.

6" (150mm) DIA

CUTTING CAPACITY AT RIGHT ANGLES (SOUARE)

4" (100mm)

5" l127mml

CUTTING CAPACITY AT 45'

" (63mm)

4" (100mm)

HORSE POWER OF MOTOR

å H.P.(.25kw)

SIZE OF SAWBLADE

12"

CUTTING SPEED

_ STROKES

PER MINUTE

x

1 H.P. (.75kw)

1" (305 x 25mm)

125

14" x1 " (355 x 32mm

140

2 SPEED MACHINE

90and

135

STROKE LENGTH

4tr" fi12mm\

5*" (133mm)

VICE OPENING

4tr"

(12mml

12" (305mm)

OVERALL SIZE OF MACHINE

r-]
!/

LENGTH

3'0" (916mm)

3' 10" (1168mm)

WIDTH

1'4" (406mm)

1'7" (534mm)

HEIGHT

2'9" (838mm)

2'9" (838mm)

rr
\.-/
MOTOR AND CONTROT GEAR. The 4" (100mm) and 6" (150mm)
machines are fitted with J h.p. (.25kW) and t h.p. (.75kW) motors
controlled by direct on line push button starter fitted with 3 thermal
overloads, no volt release and single phasing prevention device-the starter
being conveniently located for the operator at the front of the machine.

Machines can be supplied suitable for operating on either a single or 3
phase supply and full details of electrical supply should be quoted in
enquiries and orders.

MACHINE

CODE

E.B

EBCUT

E.U

EUCUT

NETT WEIGHT

3cwt lqr

- 158k9
Scwt 3qrs - 293k9

GROSS WEIGHT

4cwt

-

204ks

Tcwt 2qrs

-

383k9

CASE SIZE
231t3

30ft3

-

0.65m3

6"

(l50mml "llllellsaw"

Type'E.U.'

0.83m3

As constant endeavour is made to improve goods of Dominion Manufacture, actual products may
differ in some detail from the illustrations.

Dominion Machinery Go. Ltd.,
Hipperholrne Halifax HX3 8JG England

Telephone M222022æ19
Telegrams " Dominion Halifax"
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The stroke of the saw bow is carried on prismatic
ways on the shaping machine principle. Any wear
on these vee-ways can be taken up by the usual
gib strips.

METAL CUTTING

HACKSAWS
4"

TYPE'E.8.'
6" (150mml TYPE'E.U.'
lt^l00mm)

DRIVE
Both

4' (100mm) and 6' (150mm)
capacity Metal Cutting Hacksaws have been
marketed under the brand name "Wellsaw" for

The Dominion

many years and are operating in very considerable
numbers both in industry and educational establishments throughout the world.

These machines are manufactured

to the

same

high standard as the range of Dominion
Woodworking Machinery and are compact,
efficient and capable

of

All working spindles on the machine run in ball or

needle bearings packed with grease and

in

addition the machine is provided with ample oiling
and greasing points, all clearly indicated.
The machine has a built-in automatic electric cutout to bring the bow to a standstill at the
completion of the cutting operation. The machine
cannot be started with the saw in the down
position.

continuous accurate

spindles.

(100mm) and

6" (150mm) models

are

6" (150mm) capacity

machine. Type'E.U.' with
roller bar support.

vtcE

cutting.
Ouickly and economically the controls are simple
and easy to operate and the machines incorporate
many notable features including built-in safety
cut-out switch to bring the machine to a halt at
the completion of the cutting operation,
automatic relief to the lowering of the saw blade,
fully adjustable vice jaws to maximize saw blade
life and either ball or needle bearings to all working

4'

powered by electric motor through twin vee belts
which also actuate the driving pulley of the geared
suds pump, when fitted.
The main drive is fully guarded by a heavy gauge
sheet metal guard, and the drive belt from motor
to countershaft spindle is totally enclosed within
the base of the machine, which itself has heavy
sheet metal panels easily removeable for access
to any working parts.

The vice is of robust design and carries jaws which
can be swivelled for angle cutting. Both vice jaws
are fully adjustable along the bed-ways to utilize
the f ull effective length of the blade,
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DESIGN

On the 4" (100mm) model the maximum opening
of the jaws is 4t" fi15mm). The size of the face of
the jaws is4'x21" {100mm x 64mm).
On the 6" (150mm) model the maximum opening
of the jaws is 12" (300mm). The size of the face of
the rear jaw is 8+" x r+" (215mm x 115mm). The
front jaw is 5" x 4" l127mm x 100mm) with an
8" x4" Q03mm x 100mm) removeable steel jaw
facing.

The machine has a substantial cast iron cabinet
type base wider than one would normally expect,
offered to give the machine maximum rigidity and

SAWBLADE

safety.

There is no overhang or projection whatsoever
behind the actual base of the machine at the rear
when the machine is in operation. ln other words
the whole of the stroke of the saw is contained
within the limits of the base of the machine itself
at the rear so that if installed near a wall the saw

The 4' (100mm) machine is provided with a
standard 12" x 1" (305mm x 25mm) HSS saw
blade. whilst the 6" (150mm) machine is provided
wirh one 14' x 1+" (355mm x 32mm) HSS blade as
standard equipment.

ROttER BAR SUPPORT
Fitted with triangular shaped base the roller bar
support measures 16" x 16" x 16" (406 x 406 x
406mm) and is adjustable for height from 1'8"
(508mm)

to

1'101" (571mm) by screw and locked

in desired position with nut. This would normally
be 1'81" (527mm) above floor level as this is in line
with the vice seating.

STOP BAR ROD
The stop bar rod on the 6" (150mm) model is 26"
(660mm) long with a 6å" (165mm) long adjustable
stop bar affixed by collar giving 0 to 17" (0 to
432mm) {adjustment of the piece to be cut off) on
the 4" (100mm) model it is proportionately smaller.

frame cannot touch the wall,
The saw bow on the 4" (100mm) capacity machine
is fitted with an adjustable weight, the position of

which can be varied, according to the type of
material being cut.
The saw bow on 6" (150mm) capacity machine is
of robust construction and of sufficient weight for
effective cutting, requiring no weight adjustment.
A hydraulically adjustable plunger is fitted to both
models to regulate speed of fall of saw blade on to
and through the material being cut.

SAWFRAME

SUDS EOUIPMENT

The saw frame is of rigid construction and runs in
prismatic guides ensuring a square and parallel
cut. Continuous lubrication is ensured through oil
reservoirs on each slideway. The cut takes place

The suds equipment consists of a heavy guage
sheet metal tank fixed at the rear of the machine.
The suds pump is of the geared type which sucks
the suds through the tank and feeds the liquid
through flexible tubing to the point of cutting.
Suitable on-off tap and flexible metallic nozzle are
fitted.

capacity machine.

on the forward stroke and the blade is hydraulically relieved in the return stroke to save wear on

Type'E.8.'

the blade.

4" (100mm)

trxvl

